This study describes a new knowledge acquisition technology for production system design using a computer system. In this study, the automatic judgement of moving on to a knowledge acquisition process is made under the control of hypothetical reasoning. As the knowledge acquisition method after the judgement that all knowledge is evaluated false by hypothetical reasoning, the new knowledge acquisition method which involves mapping part of a knowledge selected from among distinct conceptual spaces is proposed. After applying the method to an expert system that assists production system design, the new frame-type knowledge for a machine tool is acquired.
Introduction
Conventional computer systems that assist production system design search the design solution by using a given data base and knowledge base. These kinds of solutions are gained by directly using the information described in the data base and knowledge base [1] . This means new information is not automatically added to the data base.
On the contrary, although experienced planners proceed with the design jobs by using past data and their experience, they encounter cases that don't directly use either their past data or experience. In such situations, they create new data by themselves and produce creative design solutions. It is necessary for a computer system assisting production system design to have an analogy for the experienced planners' intelligent creations.
This paper describes a method to acquire new knowledge that is not directly described in the knowledge data base. It also gives the application examples for acquiring new machine tools' knowledge.
Knowledge Acquisition Based On Distinct Conceptual Knowledge
When experienced production system engineers plan new production lines, the following two processes for knowledge usage are carried out.
[Process1] Planners call to mind the planning experiences that they have had and extract the knowledge perfectly conforming to the present design.
[Process2] When planners don't have exactly conforming knowledge, which indicates a situation where the existing knowledge is insufficient, they create new knowledge by changing the existing knowledge and then apply the new knowledge to the current design.
[Process1] is the process which directly reflects expert planners' experience and is regarded as the process to verify their memorized knowledge. They also have another situation where they don't directly use the memorized knowledge and they are required to change their memorized knowledge in certain ways. This situation corresponds to [Process2] . The knowledge created in [Process2] means new solutions for the expert planners themselves and [Process2] is one method of new knowledge acquisition.
The first way to acquire new knowledge that expert planners take in [Process2] is to imitate relevant past knowledge and facts. However, the following problem occurs in selecting the object knowledge for imitating.
As a general expression for the searching process of solutions in the production system design process, the process to prove P (a certain design problem) by using the knowledge set K is considered, as shown in Figure 1 . In this case, if the contents of knowledge set K are already known, the process to search for the knowledge element k 1 ,which can prove P, of K corresponds to [Process1].
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No Contradiction Figure 2 , and another process to prove P by using & is followed, it is likely to encounter the same kinds of contradiction.
In this way, for the reasoning process including the flows from [Process1] to [Process2], it is not unsuitable to select known knowledge as an object knowledge for analogy.
For this problem, if a quite different knowledge set K f compared with knowledge set K is created, as shown in Figure 3 , the possibility of the above mentioned contradiction occurring will decrease.
In other words, when the deductive processes of solution searching to verify the fit of the knowledge base or data base continue one after another, (whose process corresponds to the design reasoning process problem which is needed for [Process1] and [Process2]), and when new knowledge acquisition after the failures of solution searching by each process is needed, one new knowledge acquisition method is to create a new distinct conceptual space which is conceptually distant, that is to consider the new space as a possible new solution searching space and to use the elements of the new solution searching space. In this paper, the method to use that solution searching space by using distinct conceptions whose conceptual distance is very far from is proposed.
Although the design methodology using metric space has already been studied [5] , from the aspects that knowledge close to the old knowledge is used as well as the problem solving method of analogy learning which considers similarity [2] [3] , those research ideas are quite different from this papers idea to use different and distinct conceptual knowledge. The research for case-based reasoning to check out past case problems and use the found case for the next problem has been done [6] [7] [8] . However, case-based reasoning research is also different from this paper's idea because case-based reasoning selects a case very similar to past known case problems as a hypothetical case.
Knowledge Acquisition Under Hypothetical
Reasoning Control
Production System Design And Hypothetical Reasoning
As required functions for computer systems assisting production system design include values' decisions for many design items, it is necessary to carry out the two processes, [Process1] and [Process2] for each decision item. Before we consider how to realize the knowledge acquisition process [Process2], it must be decided when the computer system changes from [Process1] to [Process2] . If the change point is not decided, the system will not be a real system. Chapter3.1 describes the concept of judging automatic change points by considering that the production system design process is under hypothetical reasoning control.
It is rare that solutions for each design item in a production system design are selected without regard for other design items. This means the solution of a later process design item is selected, depending on the solutions of pre-process design items. For example, if hydraulic control machine tools are decided as pre-process design items, as the next design solutions are based on that decision, the machining conditions of hydraulic machine tools will be searched. If NC machine tools are decided, machining conditions which are quite different from the case of hydraulic control machine tools will be searched.
In other words, in production system design process, decision processes for each design item are not always sequentially linked from top to bottom. The decision processes go up and down based on a certain dependent relation and are expressed as, so called, nonmonotonic reasoning process [9] [10] . In order to systematize such production system design process, hypothetical reasoning [11] [12] can be used because the reasoning can express non-monotony. Therefore, by regarding solutions selected at each design process as competitive hypotheses in hypothetical reasoning, regarding one of the selected solutions as true and regarding the remaining solutions as false, all processes in production system design can be controlled by hypothetical reasoning.
Although it was mentioned before that decisions change point from [Process1] to [Process2] is important, using hypothetical reasoning makes it possible. When the contradiction occurs that nothing can be verified within the constraints despite verifying all hypotheses in hypothetical reasoning with constraints by dependency directed backtracking, [Process1] is judged as ending in failure. Such a contradiction indicates that using only solution combinations from among the known solution space does not satisfy the constraints and means arriving at an insufficient situation by using known knowledge. This situation coincides with the situation that [Process1] ends in failure. Then, [Process2] which is the new knowledge acquisition process to carry out the design process is needed. By setting the time when the above mentioned contradiction under hypothetical reasoning control occurs as the changing point from [Process1] to [Process2], it is possible for a computer system automatically to control the movement from [Process1] to [Process2].
Algorithm Of Distinct Conceptual Knowledge Mapping
When [Process2] starts, the competitive hypotheses used in [Process1] have the following character : although each hypothesis among the competitive hypotheses is a set element selected as the solution which satisfies higher positioned constraints, every hypothesis includes a certain amount of contradictory element knowledge for the constraints of the design items examined previously.
As the competitive hypotheses include such a characteristic, it is considered that the hypothesis satisfied with the last constraints can be incorporated if the element knowledge corresponding to the contradiction is revised. In order to do this, the new knowledge acquisition method by mapping distinct conceptual knowledge pools is adopted. The method first creates new element knowledge that is quite different from the element knowledge which contradicts the last constraints and, then, maps the created new element knowledge onto the contradictory element knowledge. The mapping operation is carried out with the following algorithm. Before describing the algorithm, definitions are given. For example, consider that a contradiction happens when the required cycle time is not satisfied . The attribute names for the knowledge which causes the contradiction are, for example, feed motor type and feed mechanism. These names correspond to Contradictory Knowledge. Step2-3: Repeat carrying out each rule of Step2-2 by adding 1 to the value of j till j=j. When j=j, move to Step2-4.
Step2-4:
Repeat the cycle from Step2-2 to Step2-3 by adding 1 to n. When n=n, STEP2 is finished. STEP3:
Calculate the distinct degree S n between V J(j) and U n,J(j) . STEP4:
Express U n,J(j) whose S n is maximum value as Knowledge, the j values are summed up by using Equation (2) . The summed value is the distinct degree S n for Base Knowledge.
The j kinds of attributes of contradictory knowledge CK do not always have an equal influence on the contradiction. Something that indicates the influence degree on each of various j attributes is needed and this is expressed as the weight value + j of Equation (2).
As mentioned above, the algorithm as shown in Figure 6 acquires new knowledge to map Mapping Knowledge corresponding to the most different or distant concepts from the Mapped Attribute which is the cause of the contradiction for a constraint to Mapped Knowledge in turn.
The characteristics of the algorithm are shown below. Because Mapping Knowledge U m,J(j) is the farthest apart from the value V J(j) which caused a contradiction, the possibility of the same allm.. 1 Figure 6 Mapping algorithm contradiction happening again is remote. Because the remaining knowledge not to be mapped in Mapped Knowledge is good knowledge which has survived till the last design process that does not cause a contradiction, the new knowledge new H has the following two characteristics (1) good knowledge from the previous design process is inherited and (2) defective one is revised by mapping. Because hypothetical reasoning repeats each examination of the design process with the new knowledge new H, the correctness of the new knowledge can be judged.
Knowledge Acquisition For Machine Tools
The new knowledge acquisition algorithm mentioned in chapter 3 is applied to the knowledge acquisition for machine tools whose knowledge is indispensable in the design process of production system. When the knowledge for machine tools is expressed with a computer system, one of the methods used is semantic networks representing the detailed specifications and features of their construction and functions. That is, the method is to describe the knowledge for each of the construction parts and functions with a frame type knowledge. By this method, the type names of machine tools are allotted as a frame name, the names of construction parts such as a spindle head are allotted as a slot and the characters of the construction parts are allotted as facet values. For example, the frame knowledge of the machine tool, STS-1 is shown as (STS-1 (Spindlehead (Value (Vertical) ) ) ). Figure 7 shows an example of frame type knowledge. The goal of the new knowledge acquisition in the application example is to obtain the machine tools knowledge expressed with a frame type knowledge as shown in Figure 7 As the application example, the new knowledge acquisition is executed with Lisp language in the expert system assisting production line design for shaft parts which we have developed [12] [13] . The expert system has drawing information and the specifications of the production system as input information and decides the necessary processing names, process sequence, machine tools and their specifications, and machining conditions as output information. In the expert system, the contradictory knowledge CK which is the key entering the new knowledge acquisition process of machine tools is expressed with meta knowledge as shown in Figure 8 . Contradictory names are assigned as a slot of meta knowledge and the After executing the developed system, the contradiction happened not to find any machine tools that satisfy a line cycle time.
To pursue the contradiction, the system found the construction parts and their w values by searching in the meta knowledge as shown in Figure 9 . Figure 10 shows the description examples for the construction parts knowledge. In the figure, the machine tool MV-5 is Mapped Knowledge 3PP,iEd H, the machine tool CL-105 is Base Knowledge baeeKm whose distinct degree S, is maximum. The distinct degree S, of the example is S, = 0 X 0.05 + 0 X 0.15 + 1 X 0.15 + 0 X 0.05 + OXO.25 + 1X0.25 + OXO.05 + 1X0.05=0.45 The parts of the acquired knowledge frame arc shown in Figure 11 machine tool has the specification representing a bar-feed NC lathe that loads a raw material by making it go through a chuck sleeve. By using the new machine tool, the design of the production line was done again. As a result, its correctness was admitted and, finally, the production line including the machine tool was acquired.
Conclusions
This research describes knowledge acquisition technology which is a higher intelligence function of a computer system assisting production system design. In production system design which needs the reasoning of many kinds of decision items, the moving point to a knowledge acquisition process is judged under hypothetical reasoning. As a method to acquire new knowledge after the judgment that all available knowledge is incorrect, the new knowledge acquisition method maps parts knowledge which is selected from a distant or distinct conceptual space. In order to ascertain its usefulness, the new method was included in an expert system assisting production system design. As a result, the frame type knowledge for a new machine tool was acquired.
